


Mawkish 



When a neuter gender noun is
personified we use -1.Masculine gender to objects remarkable for their

strength  Ex:- sun, time , death , winter , etc.

2. Feminine gender to objects remarkable 

for their beauty and gracefulness.

Ex:- Earth , moon , nature , etc.

1.the sun was shining on the sea , shining with all his
might.

2.Mother earth.



Nouns like Million , Hundred , thousand , pair , 

dozen , score , gross , and  couple that are 

plural in meaning take the same form in singular 

and plural  only when they are used after 

definite numerals .

Ex:-

1.He bought two pair of sleepers.

2.Ravi has four dozen bananas.

Exception:- When indefinite numeral is used 



Some nouns like Mathematics , physics , 

dynamics , ethics , linguistics, metaphysics , 

optics , economics , news , politics , mumps , 

measles , rickets, athletics ,mechanics etc are 

in plural forms but used as singular noun .

Ex:-

1.news is being broadcasted .

2.Everybody now says that politics is not good 

for a honest person.

3.Bad news travels fast.

4.Mumps has been nearly eradicated in our 



Q.-. All the girls students (A)/ of the college 

are advised (B)/ to sit in the(C)/ girls’ 

common room. (D)/ No Error (E)

Q-. He said that (A)/ he always kept in his 

pocket (B)/ a bundle of one hundred (C)/ 

rupees notes. (D)/ No Error (E)

Q - Wordsworth’s poetries (A)/ is 

characterized by his subtle description (B)/ 

of the beauty and liveliness (C)/ of nature. 



Q- When he returned (A)/ from America, 

informed me (B)/ that he had come here 

(C)/ to do an urgent work. (D)/ No Error (E)

Q- He does not (A)/ cut paper with (B)/ 

blade, but (C)/ with scissor. (D)/ No Error 

(E)

Q- Pakistan’s problems (a)/ are also as (b)/ 

serious as (c)/ that of India.(d)



Q- He acted not (a)/ as per my advice (b)/ 

but (c)/ somebody else.(d)

Q- I visited (a)/ Ram’s and Sita’s house (b)/ 

and found (c)/ the couple missing.(d)

Q- She gave me (a)/ two important 

informations (b)regarding the(c)/SSR death 

case.(d)



Q- The police have received(a)/two 

important intormations (b)/ that can help 

them (c) /solving the triple murder 

case(d).

Q- The sheafs (a)/ of the wheat plants 

were too heavy (b) / for the weak farmer 

to carry them on his head (c)/ (d) No 

error



Q- Children are playing(a)/ and making 

mischiefs (b)/ as their holidays have 

started (c)/ (d) No error.

Q -Sheeps are economically useful(a)/ 

and so they are reared (b)/ for wool and 

31. meat (c)/ (d) No error.



Q- I read the letter(a)/ and made him aware 

(b)/ of its content (c)/ (d) No error.

Q- I shall not go to the party tonight(a)/ since 

I have many works to complete (b)/  before I 

give presentation tomorrow (c)/ (d) No error.




